Providing “Extended Time” As an Accommodation on a Blackboard Assessment

1. Create a copy of your assessment:

   - Scroll down...

   - Adjust settings to accommodate the extended time by going to **Edit Properties** from the actionlink on the new assessment.

2. Adjust settings to accommodate the extended time by going to **Edit Properties** from the actionlink on the new assessment.
3. From the actionlink menu on the new quiz, click Set Selective Release Criteria and click Add Member Criteria.

Select one or more students.
4. From the actionlink menu on the new assessment, **Show** the assessment (unhide it).

5. Adjust the **Release Criteria** for the assessment the rest of the class will be taking, so it is not available to the student(s) taking the extended time version.

6. This time, set **Member Criteria** to **NOT** equal the student(s) getting extended time.